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Prescott, Dec. 31st '47

General Objectives

During the past year, the writer has continued work in the
capaci ty of Co- Agt. a t Lar�e:J acting--in a limi ted way-s-a.s an

Extension soils specialist (nalf-time basis).

His general policy may be said to have been roughly as

follows:

1. To attempt to secure a larger and more effective use of
labratory analysis in the solution of crop production problems
when they relate chiefly to Soils·

2. To increase the number of properly conducted field testsJ
to demonstrate the value of these labratory analysis figures and
the recommended practices arising therefrom-

3. To secure more soil information for the use of the
Extension field force·

With the above abjectives in mind, the writer has taken part
in the following activities-

1· A Soils School promoted and arranged by the Extension Ser
vice and conducted by the memebers of the staff of the College
80ils Dept.--two and one-half days-

2. A conference between the Extens�on force and the Soils
Dept. force arranged by the Extension Service and having for its
prupose the interpretation of a rather complete set of labratory
tests, of a selected soil--a half-day session- These analyses
are shown on pages�in a description o� the field conditions which
inspired the takin�\of these samples � presented on page�7.

�-f-1t)-//
3. Also, the writer used field contacts- where possible

to secure further information and to pass along what he had been
able to collect from various sources-

In this latter effort he was impressed with the value of the
fertilizer test work by Chas. Hobart of Maricopa Co., where by use
of the .fsrnall-plot" tests, trials were made on a large number of
soil classes and conditions _- a type of work very much needed and
impractical for the experiment station type of activity.

The writer was also impressed by some diagnosis work done by
Mr. Powers, Maricopa Co- 1n�connection with trouble in citrus groves
A report of thisis shown on page 6 l6:) and is an extract from the
writer's monthly report of May '47-.--

Salt condi'ions in Pinal, Yuma, and Yavapai counties proved of
interest, especially in the matter of seeding, or the very early
growth of plants· Total salts do not appear to tell the whole
s,tory and it may be necessary to determine the particular sal ts before



page two

efficient remedial measures can be determined·

4. From past and recent experiences, the writer is impressed
with the value of diagnosis of field problems· He believes that the
County Agent and to a lesser extentJ� the Ext· specialists are

altogether the best equipped to carry out a program of preliminary
diagnosis of field problems. His ideas on this subject are
presented in more detail in the article� "Diagnosis a Major Duty of
the Co. Agr. agent;" appearing on page�.

A few other subjects that have come to the writer's attention
are presented below, as abstracts fro� the agent's monthly reports-

Diagnosis A Major Duty of the County Agricultural Agent

�It is coubtful if any occupation carries a wider range of
activity than that of county agricultural agent. His duties have,
and to a considerable extent, still cover the whole of rural life -

and even in some measure, city life- Such conditions are both an

asset and a liability- An asset, because of the large number of con

tacts they afford, and a liability in that the agent is often
compelled to spread his work so thinly that it lacks accuracy and
completeness-

However, since the rise of the "action" agencies, matters
relatiog to credits, loans, markets, land surveys, land levelling,
forestry and others have been largely taken over by these groups.
The fact has tended to bring the county agent back to his original
purpose, the diagnosis of crop and livestock problems, the
selection of the most appropriate solutions and the best type of
remedy-

This job, when carefully done, has two distinct advantages: it
deals with a primary and essential need of agriculture and it
touches the farmer on matters in wnlch he is intinately interested;
for ususally, the farmer has already spent much time and thought
on the subject. Thus, a cbief function of today's county agent is,
or should be, that of a farm problem diagnostician, and as the
Medical men say: "Diagnosisis half the cure- It

If the above assumptions are correct - and they are the
conclusions of the writ�r's twenty-seven years experience in this
field - the Extension Service might do well to promote and develop
the science of field diagnosi s of farm problems. For the task, the
average agent of some years experience is particualarily well
fitted, since so much of c�s time has been spent in visiting
farmers, in company with the SUbject-matter specialists of all
departments- The agent has acquired, therefore, a working knowledge
of the over-all science of crop and livestock problem study. Though
many state and government men doubtless have more accurate know
ledge of these problems, none have so general a knowledge of all
of them, and general knowledge of this kind is of much value in
the fi eld of dia.gnosi s-

For illustration: an agent is called in by a grain farmer to
tell him why his whea.t crop is doing poorly - the crop is stunted
a.nd presents an unthrifty appearance- The trouble may be anyone
of the following:

faulty irrigation,
poor irrigation water,



(3) a poor soil texture or structure,
(4) faulty seeding methods,
(5) a non-adaptable variety,
(6) a low soil fertility
(7) a plant disease
(8) a root, stem or leaf insect injury,
(9) a climatic effect, frost or cold wet weather, or

(10) poor seed.

The agent has two "outs"; either (1) he can attempt to diagnose on his own,
or (2) he can call for the aid of a specialist. Should he diecide on the

latter, he must decide whether to write in for the irrigation specialist, the
entomologist, the pathologist or the agronomist. He cannot afford to bring
them all, what shall he do?

And here is where the overall knowledge becomes effective. Sizing up the
situation "and weighing the evidence, the agent is often in a position to locate
the trouble, and to call the specialist in whose field he thinks the trouble
lies. Also, to the extent that he has studied and practised diagnosis of this
kind, he frequently is able to locate the difficulty, or to select and send
samples to the proper labratory for confirmation. If he gets the answer, he has
made another fanner friend.

The suggestion is therefore made, that the Extension Service make effort
to assist agents in developing the art of "preliminary field diagnosis". It is
a job in which there is at present no real competition, and a job which provides
a. real service .l\

But diagnosis is itself a science and can be effective only when it is so

considered and given study similar to that given to the $pecialty lines -

pathology, entomology, soils, and the like.

Reported at a fertilizer conference at Tucson, called by the Agrono� Dept.

"The Maricopa Co. Erlension office presented the work of its Assistant
Agt. in Soils and Irrigation. He explained his objective as "trying out
recommended practices on a large number of farms and a large number of soil
types." Also, he stated as an objective, the testing out of the plan of using
soil analysis figures as indicators of fertilizer and Itcorrective " needs ,"

Concerning the Soils school

lilt is the hope of the writer that the school may have three positive
results: (1) a better unaerstanding and use of labratory soil terminology, that
conversation on such matters may be fully understood by all the participants -

also printed literature; (2) that a closer tie-in may come to exist between
the labratory and all of the Extension field trials, and (3) that a manual
of soils labratory terms and measurements may soon be issued by the labrator,y
force .If

liThe interest is primarily an Extension interest and must, therefore,
be promoted by EKtension. The Service must also see to it, that cooperating
agencies are accorded worthwhile credit for their assistance."



4. Concerning the results of Fertilizer committee Conferences (2) held in
Pheonix and attended by representatives of the fertilizer companies, the
JiXpt. Sta. and the EXtension Service.

"The writer's opinion of the points discussed and conclusions reached could
be summarized as follows:

(1) That college research work whould not be subsidized by commercial

firms, but could be subsidized by surplus fees derived from the feed and
fertilizer inspection service.

(2) That exact information relating to the effect of the fertilizers
on the various crops and soils is by no means abundant, and that there should
be considered in this field:

(a) the fertilizers best suited to the various crops,
(b) the ·:influence of soil classes and conditions on net results,
(c) the time and the methods of application as these factors influenc�

results,
(d) the relative percentages of the elements used, in the mixed

fertilizer class.

(3) That the agencies .represented should constitute a continuing committee
to further the work discussed. ft

liThe idea was presented -th&t more unity in fertilizer recommendations
would be an advantage, and the committee was instructed to, as far as

possible, unify the research efforts.

This writer believes that a greater unity of effort and recommendations
would be an advantage, providing that complete unity comes after the facts
have been determined, rather than before."

5. A case - illustrating diagnosis in the field.

Mr. POl�rs was called in to diagnose a sick citrus orchard. The trees
were showing' considerable dead wood from last year and an even worse die-back
for the present year. A number of orchards in the vicinity were similarly
affected. The agent listed the possible causes as:

1. gumosis
2. gopher injury
3. nematodes
4. water "retention"
5. water deficiency
6 inferior root stock
7 soil fertility deficiency
8 trost damage

By careful examination, the agent eliminated, as causes, Nos 1,2,4,5,·
and 7 and in some orchards 3, leaving 6 arid 8 as the major causes. Tracing
back the history and watching for shoots from below the bud, Powers found he
was dealing with sour lemon rootstock, which is not hardy, and found, also,
unmistakable evidence of two years of frost injury. Nematodes were found to
be an added weakening factor in same orchards.
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Results obtained • -------------------------------------------------

7. Cl."op: Alfalfa
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......
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.....
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--
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...__......
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" • d Sods

------�----------------------------------
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_

13. Aintion methods \lIed 0
------------
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.. _
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0- 12) 12 - �J 0- aft, 4" _�6_U�(������)���������������
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EleaenE -analysis t/.
-
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� Disperslon-_-_-_-_-...'-17::-:::::

. ...
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..
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0
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-
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.
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-
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...

�......
7

....
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----
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-_.._- aee 1.
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.._ ..-
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------------.------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------
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--------------------------.-------------------------------
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....................., ....... ... , ........
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...._
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p
•• .
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__-.� _
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._

cae I

18. Cropping; l'detory; _8;;.."............1------,- .... "_. . ._._.........._.. ......_.•_._...__

......................,------.---.................�,..................-.--_.._'......, ..-----

19. Remat"ks. J see 1
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Table 1 Regular�alysis -- BY Edward BreateaIe
I

The areas of It Bad" and "Good" growth are adj oining and the samp£
holes within 30 feet of each other- The problem is: how to improve
the growth of alfalfa in the "Bad" sect! on- The field evidence
indicates very poor penetration.

There is nothing in either the pH or the TSS to indicate the
cause of the trouble .. in the "Bad Growth".

. The ni trate ni trogen figures appear rather unusually high in
both are aa-

The M-E- figures indicate a he9-VY soil, except in the 0-2"

zone, and also dispersion in the 0-12" zone- (See also tables
two and three, page s £ I� and II • )



--�. � ,GRiTIi-
GOOD GnOWTH

- a.-.. .....

- 2. 0 - lZ l! - 24 o .;. 2 o - 12 12 - 21
...... _.. t __ -

1'5 2£6 112 J.60 225 150

Z2fl 121 1058 . 189 13! 290

0 0 0 0 0 0

488 610 70S 610 8S0 .,08

320 340 isoo 200 200 300
.

60 60 60 f 50 6:>

4.5 .85 10 1.2 .59 1.,.05

..

-�mvr-?':-·-I!l�:l�S-.r.;S ) 0
-'-f .-.,..-

--------

01

Table 2 -- Ele:nent �nalysls -- By Edward Breezeale

The sodlum-calcu1m ratio 18 10. 1n the first foot, buj h13h
in tne seconUt in ther"BadM gro�th. but normal 1n the_�od g=owth.
It doss not appear to coc re spond wita the pH readlng�-l'n the 2nd

foot, aad Growth. In the O-a.� zone, the Na/Ca rat10 1s rather

high 1n the Bad Growth. but normal 1n the Good Growth. There are

no carbonate indications.

The cl/804 ratio 1s td�h 1n all sample�



31 ..4 29,,4

lO .. �,

TUl"·oid�lty of' �
S�)lu:tic,n Turbid <aoar i

____......._,�-�---i-----.,------.----j....------j----

�:�i.mqj to go
thrO\l�h. S'�l'"�)en 6 min. 50 min.

Table 3 -- Misel. Analysis, By H.V· Smith

The "Capillary RIse" (millimeters 1n 20 hrs.) average
ap;:lroximately twice as fast a r-a te ri se 1n the "Good Growth" sa:nples
as 1n the "Bad Growth" samples.

Also, the 10 clay 1n the "Bad Growth" W3.S about 27/� h15her 1n
the Bad Growth than 1n the �Good·.

The % dispersed clay wa- about 60% higher 1n the Bad than 1n
the Good Growth.

In the second section of the table, the stability of the
aggregates appears to b� about ten times as great in the Good as
1n the Bad Growth. Also the solution 1n the Good Growth remained
"clear," while that in the Bad growth vas Turbid.

Dispers10n of the clay oontent of the Ba� Growth s011 Tould
appear to be a �aotor in the retarded penejrat1on. (see also table
four -- pa6e ou)-; and t�ble flve--page�.

.

J(J)



TABLE f- BASE EXCHAnGE DATA ON BARTLETT-HEilRD SAMPLES By Dr. A. B. Caster

(50678 - 79 - 80, Bad Growth: 50682 - 83 - 84, Good Growth)
(Zones in each case: 0-2" .. 0-12" .. 12-24")

(See Field Notes pages -&-) Dec. 30 .. 1947

!.rotal Percentage of Total Base Exchange
Base Exchg. Capacity Saturated by

lJab.No. Capacity Sodium J�Iagne siurn .Po'bas sfum -OaLc Lum Sodium Magnesium Potassium Calcium

*
M.E.* * * *

% c1 «"f dM.E. M.E. M.E. M.E. /0 /0 /0

50678 19.95 3.21 9.40 2.53 4.81 16.09 47.12 12.68 24.11
50679 20.05 4.01 8.96 2.46 4.62 20.00 44.69 12.27 23.04
50680 17.84 6.40 7.05 1.91 2.48 35.87 39.52 10.71 13.90

50682 14.20 1.58 7.54 2.41 2.67 11.13 53.10 16.97 18.80
50683 13.48 1.83 8.33 1.91 1.41 13.58 61.80 14.17 10.45
50684 14.10 2.38 7.77 2.36 1.59 16.88 55.10 16.74 1l.28

*

Milliequivalents per 100 grams of soil.

Percentages of Total Base Exchange Capacity Ratios
Saturated with

(l1ono- )Ca&Mg(di-)
na/Ca NaLMg lIg/CaJAb.No. Na & K(valent) (valent) na.&i.Ig K &, Ca K&Mg&Ca. Mg/_K

% '1/' 10 <I .1
/v 1° 1°

50678 28.77 71.23 63.21 36.79 83.91 0.667 0.341 1.954 3.715
50679 32.27 67.73 64.69 35.31 80.00 0.868 0.448 1.939 3.642
50680 46.58 53.42 75.39 24.61 64.13 2.581 0.908 2.843 3.691

50682 28.10 71.90 64.23 35.77 88.87 0.592 0.210 2.824 3.129
50683 27.75 72.25 75.38 24.62 86.42 1.298 0.220 5.908 4.361
50684 33.62 66.38 71.98 28.02 83.12 1.497 0.306

-

4.887 3.292

�.



�r
Oonoerning table � Base Exohange,there woald appear to be little

positlTe eTidence Indldatlng any particular solI trouble.

The second foot does show a somewhat high Ba/ea ratio,Me 6.40
:2,48 and peroent, 35.87 :13ieO ,or ratio of 2.581. For the rest,there
woald appear to be nothing to indicate the oaase of the trouble.Also,
the trouble appears to be located in the first,rather than the eeoonf
foot.

In making an analysis of the clay fractions, D,. Bahrer found
that the clay in the "bad growth" area shm,ed a higher percentage of
illitite olay, than did the other �rea. This olay, he states is much
more inclined to ewell than is other types. No written report of this
work 1. available.

Finally,it may be said that the complete set of figures are

faotual and may later be of more service,when similar analyses haTe
been mde oJj samples from a considerable na.mber of "hard spots

n

throaghout the State.

Another Tala.s tha t may be defini tely claimed for the analyses
fignres is that they haTe demonstrated to the field force,tbe
different types of analyses that may be· and are being made, and the
standard interpretation of these figures. Farther, the effort has
broaght to the attenion of the station force the oharacter - in some

detail - of one of Arizona's ma�or field soils problems.

If this type of work be continaed.this initial effort will prove
of mach Talae; if,on the other hand, the work be discontinued, it
will be another case of labor lost.

1"-



"Concerning Agricultural Education"

There is a feature of agricultural education, which refers especially to
those persons - and they are many - who cane to Arizona from the East, to
engage in farming or sometimes - as was the Case with this writer - to enter
the educational field.

While it is true that s oils are soils and crops, crops; whether East or
West, the fact remains that in Arizona the factors to be stressed are quite
different to those operating in the East. There, the stress is on adaptable
crops, soil fertility and tillage practices. In Arizona, on the other hand,
the different and determining factor is soil moisture - irrigation. Thus,
the major Arizona problems, are (1) how to get water, (2) how much is
needed and (3) how to place it in the soil where needed and with the minimum
of loss.

Without this type of information availabe and effectively used, no

amount of knowledge or effort in crop selection, or fertilizing and tillage
practices can produce the desired results. This does not mean that crops
fertilizers and tillage practices are not important in Arizona, but merely
that they are secondary. The net result is that the pr-Imary stress must be on

water supplies and the physical characteristics of soils, rather than on

crop variety and soil fertility needs.

From an educational standpoint, the above is important for the reason that
persons moving into strange conditions, naturally use the information they
already have, and stress the factors with which they abe acquainted, ignoring
the new conditions until these are brought to their atten�ion, strikingly.

All of the above leads to the conclusion, that an Arizona educational

program in agriculture should include:

(1) efforts to direct attention - especially of new comers - towards
the irrigation factor, and

(2) efforts towards presenting this type of impression and infor.mation
in the most effective way possible.
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Days in field

Days in office

Visits with agents

Meetings attended

Attendance at meetings

Bus�ess letters written

STATISTICAL STATEMENT

(half-time basis)

80

54

26

12

168

162
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Outlook and Reco�mendations
-��----�-----�--

In the future, the Extension Service may expect more, rather
than less duties to perform -_ unless education ceases to be a

factor in the government pro�ram. If this does not happen, the
rapidly increasing new methods and new practices will require much
additional educational work. Also, it cannot be too often repeated,
that the old si tuation in which good fa.rm practi ce was handed down
throu3h tradition--from father to son, has come to an end, and each
rising generation must itself learn from other than partental
sources, the rules of good farming-

Farther, it may be noted, that the rapid changes in methods
re�uires a larger Extension effort to keep up with the prodession.
Just how to do this is now a major Extension problem. Question:
are we leading or following the procession'


